Construction of Project-1 Draft 1 Lookie Lookie

I view it tis Way Its a Very simple Concept but always stand the Test of Time and it will always ryhme- If you Fucking come into my life and or my Home Uninvited You will not be allowed to leave-. Period.
- Folding back Space -( Location's ) and Time to Expose the Lies within the Rhymes- SDPD UCSD Police-
Their is a Great liklihhod you will feel

Queen & David Bowie - Under Pressure (Classic Queen Mix)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YoDh_gHDvkk

Now this section of Project 1- is being synthesized o you can see that leslie was experencing NON STOP THREATS About being evicted from Apartments, Non Stop threats about Rent being stolen and Non Stop negative statements and Non stop statements that were Intentionally negatively themed and perceptually undermining - GasLighting Part of this - My fellow Americans this was part of the Torture because 98 % of the threats were then Executed creating the Homelessness of her from at least 4 Apartments rented in Michigan between 1998-2006- gangstalking is a Crime that will Always thru one technique or method or Another to Intentionaly anchor themselves to a threat and then Carry it out- its how they make the Victimized feel and experience Maximum Victimization it is litteraly that bad- - Prooced DO IT.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

Section of the Google Group Post Made in Michigan -= Just read it and Absolutely Proceed.
https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/ffchs-daily-harassment-log/aC-4J8e1JwQ

After the GangStalkers who tortured me on Appoline street got the Lanlord to evict me I went to camp out in a tent.
Thru their Voice to skull and other avenues of transmitting their dialog sets,Sattalite GPS to deliver these dialog sets they sensitized me to be fearful of being caught at weire i was pitching my tent. They would use these technologies to deliver dialog sets that would make me fearful that they were going to call the cops and within 1-2 minutes of transmitting them they would use Fire truck and police sirens in extreme close proximity to my camp site to make me fearful
they were coming after me—they'd keep their sirens on for up to 5 to 10 minutes—so I started to gauge the longevity of how long the sirens would go off and stay on—they were well past the normal siren blasts that would explain a Police car going by, 5 to 10 minutes they would go off and in stationary locations they were not moving they sensitized me to siren's—

8/16/10 Wav Audio File Played in it Detailing Gang Stalking Tactics and Predictions 99.9% Came True -The Email Discussed and Shown In this Periscope Video its File Name is "Sensitization Audio File Assault Intimidation & Homelessness Date of Email is 8/16/10. https://www.pscp.tv/w/bgU2-DFEwkVvZUxCbHhKS2F8MXLuSk9BeWxMTEFLUsGz6ysMk17TQltWR7Lhmih5-Q9ajeEy7vQBV1dG2PBe

Small section of San Diego- It is to be related and cross referenced to what you just read

Snap Screen Shot of Tweet Leslie Made in Rose Canyon on Christmas day 2014 The Tweet described Threats heard by Leslie that were said Directly adjacent to where Leslie was sitting at in Rose Canyon and then the next 2 Instagram links show Snap screen Shots of two of many Text Messages sent to Leslie's older phone she was utilizing when she was Utilizing Rose Canyon These Two Instagrams are Snap Screen Shots of one of the text Messages sent to Leslie Older phone discussed above as she was still in Rose Canyon One is the Text Message that shows a Threat to Call the Police on Leslie for hiking ad that she will lose her benefits because of it and the 3'd Instagram shows the details of what number Sent it and the Date and time it was sent Now The You Tube Video above Exposing the text messages Clearly show this text message and the details of it which allow you to see the Year as well it was sent 2014 The Text messages show also Non stop Repeated Words Phrases Statements and Other text's of Repeated Threats and Threats concerning Sending the Police to her H/A Area in Rose Canyon.Here the are ***


These are a Couple Copies of the Caught Recorded Thanksgiving Event Which Occurred on 11/28/13 GangStalk Said by both Mean at the same time Gang A Stalking is then said then Gang A Stalking III Fuck you up is said Remember the 8/16/10 Wav Audio played in the Above Periscope Video it was statements made concerning the GangStalking techniques applied towards Leslie in Michigan How they threaten you with assaults and while its ocuring they will intentionally Associate themselves to it. Now Remember how Leslie stated that they whould stand out side her door at her apartments and repeat threats of evictions ( Meaning they will threaten you about losing where you live) in the same Wav Audio file just discussed in Michigan Well this is Discussed & Caught 3000 miles away in San Diego Years later https://www.instagram.com/p/tx_uDrTUWn/ https://www.instagram.com/p/ujjPKczURL/ https://www.instagram.com/p/6qMvBizUaj/ https://www.instagram.com/p/7gKFvzUdd/ Now this is one of Hundreds of Videos made exposing this at a previous Wooded Area Before utilizing Rose Canyon Look at its Date and she is saying https://youtu.be/59WiL8Xc5pg. Now this is a person who says GangStalk at a 4'th Utilyzed Hiking area in Rose Canyon on May 10th 2015 It was said Directly Adjacent to wheir she was you Clearly hear Leslie state ( shes talking into her tape recorder ) " Ja Hear that he just said Gang-Stalking" and as soon as that is said is a Young Mans Voice is heard and caught saying GangStalk listen and then watch Leslie exposing it at another area a year before right up the street from rose canyon This Proves she telling the truth in the Hundreds of videos she made at the wooded area you see in the You Tube Video Directly below


https://www.instagram.com/p/6qEVmTzuYK/https://www.instagram.com/p/w83CLKzUer/https://www.instagram.com/p/7gKFvzUdd/
5—After the GangStalkers who tortured me on Appoline street got the Lanlord to evict me I went to camp out in a tent.

Thru their Voice to skull and other avenues of transmitting their dialog sets,Sattalite GPS to deliver these dialog sets they sensitized me to be fearful of being caught at wheir i was pitching my tent. They would use these technologies to deliver dialog sets that would make me fearful that they were going to call the cops and within 1-2 minutes of transmitting them they would use Fire truck and police sirens in extreme close proximity to my camp site to make me fearful they were coming after me-they'd keep their sirens on for up to 5 to 10 minutes-so i started to gauge the longevity of how long the sirens would go off and stay on-they were well past the normal siren blasts that would explain a Police car goin by, 5 to 10 minutes they would go off and in stationary locations they were not moving they sensitized me to siren's and when i have memories of them within a minute they would go off again even up to this day,i got literally to a point when i could expect to here them go by in crossrrefernece to

https://groups.google.com/forum/#!topic/ffchs-daily-harassment-log/aC-4J8e1JwQ
noticing 2 things when they do it"because they follow the same patterns of behaviors and started predicting them on digital audio file's"Example they should always go by within 15-25 seconds after I leave a building or literally right before a bus comes to the bus stop i predicted them doing it 3 time's on audio file and literally caught them doin it within these times frames on digital recording files on a digital recorder ,and they know i predicted and caught them on audio files doin this because they have gotten ahold of my Digital recorder after i broke down and called 911 and went to the hospital.I have been GangStalked in Hospitals even using Hospital stafff to verbally que me,Libraies stores the University of Dearborn Mi,all bathrooms I go into Kroger grocery stores they have used University staff to engage in Gangstalking tactics and Store owners and store employees-----5

This is an event that occurred concerning a Ralphs Grocery Store at Friars Mission Center off of Friars and Frazee Rd that leslie frequented at least 4 times a week when she was staying in that General area between April 2012 and October 2012- Listen to What leslie states the Employees are saying -Then proceed to next Paragraph after you watch this - KROGERS Owns Ralphs Krogers is Openly mentioned in the Above 2010 Google Group Forum Post Mentioned in the Above Post concerning Michigan they are also clearly exposed in a Attached notary leslie made in Michigan concerning aspects of the Gangstalking of her in Michigan.

What you are to Listen for in all Exposures concerning the Verbal Harrasment which is also Sexual Harrasment - are these Words B N Said Back to Back but by Different People Gangstalk Oh my God and one or more of these 3 Phrases said with the two Phrases said above, ( Suck Dic# Suck the Dic# Suck on the Dic#) - No Understand these two Videos are NOTHING Compared to how you will in your face witness it thru the Other Exposures so Just Trust me STAY With this- Remember Foundation's are Being Built here.

Learning Disabled Woman Exposes GangStalking at Ralph's and the

SDPD Refusing to take Report

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ST08lsVAPzo

Now this is a 2nd Ralphs Location Leslie started regularaly frequenting from VERY VERY Late October 2012 up to and thru August 2016- Leslie has at least 200 Audio Files of what your going to hear in this Video

This is a Playlist you will notice it as you bring up the Video Here LOOK at It

1/24/2013 Learning Disabled Woman Proves GangStalking Direct

Conversation Method is Happining

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C4Oo9omvC4U&list=PLG0HywY45nLGg0XiwVTno37EXOc2zJdYJ

Also Take Notice-Concerning the next Item Google Remote Neural Monitoring to the Following- Memory Mapping Memory Stimulation, GangStalking, Organized Stalking, Police ad Fire Truck Sirens-Identify the Memory thru memory mapping after it is created and anchored thru GangStalking- then stimulate to cause the Conscious mind to ReExperince it in the Visual Cortex- then use Identified Employment descriptions to be connected to Gangstalking to have them play their role
in the Theaters their attempting the Target to experience in real time—also know Remote Neural Monitoring can stimulate fear when an event is being played out implemented